TEO traceability & blockchain certification solution for power and gas

**TEO Green Power**
We trace renewable electricity production and consumption and let you target concretely towards 24/7 basis green energy consumption.

**TEO Gas Origin**
Digital gas transparency certificates guaranteeing natural gas sourcing.
Crowdfund for Solar: leveraging blockchain to accelerate clean energy access

Joint Proof of Concept between ENGIE Energy Access & Energy Web

1. **What**: test appetite of cryptoinvestors in accelerating clean and affordable energy
2. **Why**: use funds to invest in new PV installations and create new streams of low-cost finance
3. **How**: Build a platform allowing participants to loan their cryptofunds (EWT) in exchange for a fixed return of 10%
4. **PoC goal**: $100,000 (~20,000 EWT)
   - Energy Web Community Fund acted as a back-up mechanism to secure the rewards paid out in one year time
   - The target was successfully achieved within just 7 hours after its launch